
Hello, 
 
 
First of all, I don't fit into the 2 majors parties (Neither I'm Republican nor Democrat,), so don't 
get to excited about it!, I'm proposing more structural changes rather than fixing current political 
spending behavior that will be repeated when the Control Fiscal Board leaves in 5 or 6 years, 
trust me!!! 
 
 
This can either apply to Puerto Rico or the US (Take my suggestions for future,  

1. Audit the BDEPR (if PR become a state, will want to audit the Federal Reserve as well) 
2. Pro-Life for me means no death penalty (Don't push that agenda here), unless there are 

extraordinary cases such as; Terrorists, Narco Kings & etc 
3. Pro-Choice - I don't rule neither the government on any women body, led them decide, 

sexual education starting in middle school should be obligated, promote abortion before 3 
weeks & incentivize adoption after 7 weeks, I'm fully supportive to the idea of 
controlling population, there are too much humans in the world, 7 billion and counting, if 
you can’t financially support a children, don’t have them. 

4. Pro-Guns - After a psychology test, criminal & drug background, license required with 
gun registration & 1 shoot section per month, living in Puerto Rico makes you think a lot 
about guns but maybe in another state my suggestions are not necessarily or irrelevant) 

5. Education System Reform - Full Secular Education with Strong Science, Financial (In 
math could be included), Nutrition & Fitness Literacy. Eradicate creationism, it is making 
people dumb, look at your Pseudo-Republican Leader and for the economy side the 
Socialist Old Man, 2 populists of different sides from the same coin. Seriously, we 
are in 2016, better candidates please, I'm somehow not that old to run! 

6. Territories Equality - Neither Colonies nor Free Associated States should be left behind 
as second or third class citizens. 

7. Pro-Regulated Immigration - Criminal Background check and first 2 years of monitoring 
(To see if they are doing well, is not a criminal follow up), then allow them stay, work or 
whatever.. 

8. Not Government Retirement Plans - Social Security, Cadillac/Judges retirement plans & 
etc, with financial education you'll be better off and you'd know what to do, imagine what 
could you do with $800 billion, a total investment in other areas. This process SHOULD 
BE gradually and could take decades 

9. No Offensive Wars - Only military expending when is really need it, not based on 
speculations or wanting to go to war by provocation, will cut military expenses to 17 
cents of every dollar and some will add them up to military pensions. 

10. Free Markets with some government regulations - Economic Individualism, pro-business, 
less government involvement but still need it for monopolies, frauds, currency, price 
freezing in emergency times, licenses, permissions, taxes, fiscal & monetary policies and 
help to promote the country as a business and investment destination with incentives for 
international  investors. 

11. Regulated Food & Health Industry - I’m PRO GMO but No Monsanto immunity & 
access to independent agencies to research their products and their equivalents, no 
doctor-pharmaceutic exclusivity agreements, all food & health supplements should be 



analyze by the FDA & when is needed USDA (They will need to make sure they cure 
what they say without the need of Placebo effect), promote urban agriculture & Pro-In 
Vitro Meat/Cloned Me at to stop animals massive killings) 

12. Social helps - Only for military, ancients, children under 18, low income workers & 
people with physical & real psychologic disabilities. Not to vagues. 

13. Small government - Why you want lots of "leaders" controlling the cake?. 
14. Animal Rights & Controls - Registration of pets, some form of identification required, 

vaccination obligated & at least 3 yearly checkups with the veterinarian, penalties for 
abandonment, hunting for fun & no animal fights should be illegal, sorry Puerto Ricans 
no more Chickens Fights. 

15. Promote Global Culturalism, Multiculturalism, Multilingualism,  & Interculturalism - 
Racism & Xenophobia should be punish and Monolingualism a thing of the past in this 
globalized world. I admit my dream is to be a global citizen with a word passport, firstly 
I’m a human secondly and American (Person who was born in the Americas Continent) 
then an United Statian (U.S Citizen) 

16. Pro-Vaccination. - If you are not vaccinated, you can’t have a job, you can’t go to 
college, you can’t apply to welfare services, your children will be taken by social 
services, same applies with pets. 

17. More Criminal & Drugs Background Checks - When applying for government helps. 
18. Depenalization of Marihuana - if sugar, tobacco, caffeine & cigarettes are legal, then why 

not mafu?, you will RipOff Narcos!!  
19. No Private Bailouts - No more Wall Street or Private Bailouts, You Fail, You Fix It, Start 

Again or Quit, that’s the law of business. 
20. In Territories something new call Tax for Rights - If they start paying some extra federal 

taxes they don't pay right now, like PR, then some new rights will be given like the right 
to vote, apply to restructure debts, and etc. 

21. Give women some free days (1 or 2) of work monthly (Only applies in the SMALL 
Public Sector) when they are in their days (Is up to women to decide if they want to take 
those days and won’t be paid) 

22. The government annual spending can’t surpass more than 30% of its GDP, if the state 
needs a temporary higher spending percentage then it needs to get pass by House Of 
Representative, Senate & President and then citizens will be ask (and explain) via 
referendum and it will be temporary until the situation or approved expending gets 
solved. 

23. Government will give tax incentives to those businesses who shares a commision to their 
employees/SpecificDepartment if there's an increase in revenue thanks to their 
performance.  

24. Create touristic artificial spots for hotels and restaurants (Never for living) 
 

Clarifications 
More Educated & Healthy people would be good but I neither like the current public health care 
nor education, because of the quality, if we had a high quality (Better than European countries) I 
don't mind paying high taxes (Which can't be contradictory and I understand).  
 



I'd like to prevent abortion at all cause with sexual education, reduction will be in the mid to long 
term. I always tell women if I get one pregnant I always would like to have it, but if she doesn’t, 
to please don't wait not even a half-month to abort. 
 
The guns for me depends of the place. I believe in PR & Florida, we should have regulations 
because we have warmblood people, for a stupid discussion they will shoot you if they could; 
seen it, read it & live it, and I don't want them to get a gun easy legally. 
 
When I say political correctness is more being like Obama (Only the personality, not the political 
ability) or Jose Mujica (same thing and also not in his clothing ability haha), if they feel 
something to say it in the way they want but without insulting/provocating, I believe leaders 
always should have lordship (ELEGANCIA!). 
 
War? Let me rephrase it, warring for freedom/defense or even helping allies, just don't make 
them in the Bush way hahaha 
 
Since I'm in the real estate business, immigration is always good no matter where they come 
from & if they pass the background check, even better. Coming here should be easy for people 
who can make this country great. I see latinos surpassing 50 million by 2040 and non-hispanic 
United Statians should relax, they are good hardworking people. 
 
At the end is all adaptative, what works perfectly here, won't work there and vice versa. 
 
Why promote science? We are in 2016, not in the roman inquisition times, I get surprise by those 
anti vaccine movements, those evolution &  climate change deniers. Their lack of scientific 
literacy is enormous and that need to be eradicated in the Education Board System. 
 
Where our tax dollars will go? It would depend but right now it would be distributed like 
this: 
Science 17 cents 
Health 17 cents (Science can get better and make cheaper medicines & treatments) 
Military 17c (Scientific discoveries can reduce gas & ammo costs) 
Interest in Federal Debt 17c 
Veterans Benefits 10c 
Education 5c  
Food & Agriculture 5c (Science can improve these areas a lot) 
Government 2c 
Energy & Environment 4c (Scientific discoveries could improve green energy technologies) 
International Affairs 2c 
Transportation 2c (Electric cars can reduce gas costs in public transportation to the point of 
making it very affordable) 
Unemployment and labor 2c - Yes, that low, want to know why? You quit, you better find 
another job before you do it, government is not a financial provider. 
 
 
POLITICAL STATUS 



Let me give you a hand with the always stressing PR status. What US should do if Puerto Rico 
vote for statehood but congress do not pass it? Here are my options: 
 
 

1. Make a light association like Canada, Australia, New Zealand with the English Crowd 
(Of course in this case without Monarchy, could have permanent or strong relationships 
in certain areas like military, security, currency with US but I’ll suggest with PR tax 
system)  

2. Make PR a constituent country like Wales, England, North Ireland & Scotland who 
compose the United Kingdom or the Kingdom of the Netherlands with Netherlands, 
Aruba, Curacao & St Maarten. 

3. Make PR a microstate like Monaco with France or Vatican City with Rome. 
4. Make PR a Federal District like D.C but with Voting Rights. 
5. Divide PR in North & South or East & West; North/East for Pro-Statehood and 

South/West for Pro-Independence 
6. 2 dimensions country/territory, those who feel US Citizens after 18 years go for it and 

pay and gain the responsibilities (Taxes, Selective Service, & etc) and privileges (Loans, 
Highly Accepted Passport & etc) as someone who is in the states, and those who after 18 
feel PR Citizens same thing with their benefits & responsibilities  

7. Sell PR to Spain or trade it for another territory you think it would be beneficial for U.S 
8. Why not something new that is inexistent politically speaking? 

 
 
I am Pro-Statehood, if that is not possible I like options 1, 2, 3, 4 
 
 
Cordially 
Conty 
 
 
 
 
P.S Publish it but don't show my name, if you need to do it, then delete this message/do not 
publish it. Well, ask me if have further questions. 
 


